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“Let the atrocious images haunt us. Even if they are only tokens, and cannot possibly en-

compass most of the reality to which they refer, they still perform a vital function. The images

say: This is what human beings are capable of doing – may volunteer to do, enthusiastically,

self-righteously. Don’t forget.”

Susan Sontag (2003), 102.



Introduction

This book attempts to observe the status of trauma in contemporary aesthetics,

and to open up the possibilities for formulating a new theory thereof. My interest

in the relation between contemporary art and trauma stems from the urgency that

the discourse entails: the rising artistic research that engages with trauma provides

performative and reflected methods to help understand the humanitarian conse-

quences of violence, warfare and global conflicts, as well as actively participate in

their inquisition and learn to see traumas’ far-reaching effects on visual culture

and collective memory. The aesthetic realm serves as a forum via which we may

be reminded of and aided in understanding current conflicts, while the manifesta-

tion of the relevance and potential of these practices calls for a re-evaluated theo-

retical basis. It also urges us to recognise the ability said practices have of making

trauma and its discourse available to a spectatorship.My investment in this subject

is not related to one specific event, period or biography. Instead, I regard trauma

as a productive framework and search term via which we may explore individual,

collective and cultural conflicts, and identify art concerned with these conflicts be-

yond geopolitical borders. If trauma has become, as Sabine Sielke believes, a ‘global

condition’1, and if it provides, as Didier Fassin and Richard Rechtman argue, “a lan-

guage in which to speak of the wounds of the past,”2 I pose the question how this

condition and this very language are established and challenged in contemporary

aesthetic practices, and how they are approached in current curatorial strategies.

The majority of trauma literature proves to be of little help for making any at-

tempt to answer these requests, seeing as the traditional canon defines trauma as

unrepresentable and restricts its symbolisation to an aesthetic of absence.This def-

inition (trauma as a void) is rooted in a complex network of historical crosslinks,

primarily informed by psychoanalysis, post-Holocaust theory and postmodernism.

For different reasons, these sources commonly expect representations of trauma to

fail in regard to their ethical responsibility, their moral obligation to register accu-

racy, their mimetic historical function or, in cases of psychological trauma, their

1 Sielke (2010), 387.

2 Fassin and Rechtman (2009), 281.
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ability to symbolise the presumed dichotomies of past versus presence, expression

versus repression. That is: an insuperable past event that penetrates the present,

and an experience that is repressed while it is re-experienced.

My attempt here is to re-evaluate and rationalise the reasons for the represen-

tational limitations of trauma in order to question whether the definition as un-

representable upholds validity for a concept of trauma in contemporary aesthetics.

Challenging both the concept of trauma as the unrepresentable and the mimetic

functions of representation, the hypothesis brought forth in this book is under-

pinned and informed by theoretical sources and philosophers such as Jacques Ran-

cière and Georges Didi-Huberman, as well as several sources of aesthetic and cu-

ratorial practices that plead for the necessity of a representational position. While

emphasising two approaches – narrative and spatial aesthetic strategies – I in-

troduce four case studies from contemporary art practices that explicitly engage

in different forms, expressions or instances of trauma, and which, in turn, point

at its effects on humanity and on image culture. Selected works of the Canadian

artist duo Janet Cardiff and George Bures Miller and the Israeli-American artist

Omer Fast will be analysed in regard to their use of narrative strategies, probing

and manipulating traumatic narratives. An investigation from the London-based

international research collective Forensic Architecture and several works from the

American artist Paul McCarthy will be explored in regard to their utilisation of

spatial and architectural tools. By utilising different materials and strategies, I in-

vestigate how the artists’ practices refer to the concept of trauma, how traumatic

conditions of war, violence, fear and torture feed into their work, how they work

out trauma’s patterns and rhetorical structures, and how they critically reflect trau-

matic image cultures. I explore whether and how the works question, transform

or attempt to transmit trauma, and question if their practice can provide a lead as

to how visual culture may engage in diverse communicated perspectives of global

atrocities, their causes and their effects.

I thus seek to legitimise artistic research and aesthetic practices as critical

voices of a current public debate on trauma, as well as a tool of productivity for

the active engagement in current conflicts and humanitarian and socio-political

crises. The detailed elaboration of the four positions thus intends to highlight a

concern that activates many practitioners: to contribute to finding a new vision for

a contextualisation of trauma in contemporary art, and to provide a place for repre-

sentations of trauma within the space and time frame of the exhibition.This focus

eventually shifts to the role of the exhibition and the exhibition maker within the

discourse of trauma in aesthetic practices. Led by the question of what influence

and responsibility museums, art institutions and curators may have in regard to

the representation of global crises, my research highlights a selection of curatorial

positions, as well as exhibitions, their challenges and their opportunities, in order

to engage with the practice-based knowledge production about trauma, and the
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communication of atrocities, warfare, human rights violations and governmental

suppression in and through aesthetic practices.

1.1 Structure

Laying out the contextual groundwork for my own research, the second chapter, “A

History of Trauma”, provides an overview of the historical development of the term

‘trauma’ — from its first psychologisation, to hysteria and PTSD up until present-

day research around trauma’s epigenetic effects. An apercu of the clinical, psycho-

analytical, juridical and political influences on the terminology will also be pro-

vided. Looking closely at historical information, with a particular eye on events

that led to the definition of trauma as unrepresentable, I look to emphasise occur-

rences connected to trauma’s visualisation, visual proofs or attempts thereof, thus

focussing on the complex relation between concepts of trauma and truth. A brief

introduction that opens up the discourse about cultural trauma analyses the diffi-

cult analogies between psychotraumatology, collective memory and cultural symp-

toms, focussing on the development of social constructions and tropes of trauma.

In the following chapter, I formulate my hypothesis “Challenging Trauma as the

Unrepresentable”. This includes expressing my doubts concerning the claim for

an exclusive aesthetic of absence and presenting my argument in favour of a less

restrictive position by critically unravelling relevant theories that led to the pre-

sumption of trauma’s unrepresentability. This chapter thus examines persistent

tendencies concerning trauma’s cultural representation developed in humanistic

research in trauma studies since the 1990s, such as the transmission of trauma,

the testimony versus the fictional narrative, problems of secondary traumatisation

and secondary witnessing and modes of perception in a cultural context. Particu-

lar attention is paid to the logic of the unrepresentable and its ‘moral imperative’,

both in trauma studies as well as in psychoanalytical theories and postmodern aes-

thetic theory. Putting forward an argument against this traditional canon, I refer to

Didi-Hubermann’s representational position and Rancière’s notion of an aesthetic

regime, to underscore the necessity of aesthetic practices engaged in trauma.

While the first part of this book focuses on theoretical and historical sources,

the second part is concerned with contemporary aesthetic and curatorial practices.

I elaborate how contexts and aesthetic tools are being employed in order to get to a

sense of truth, revealing patterns and tropes of image cultures, de-mystifying im-

ages of trauma, trying to make it experienceable und intelligible for an audience.

There is an emphasis on how these standpoints address trauma’s position in regard

to fiction and reality, as a cultural construction versus a psychological disease, and

how representational issues are being dealt with. Four case studies are analysed in-

depth, divided into two contextual subthemes.The chapter “TraumaNarratives” in-
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troduces and analyses several works, including the video 5,000 Feet is the Best (2011)

by Omer Fast and the installation The Killing Machine (2007) by Janet Cardiff and

George Bures Miller, particularly in regard to the junctions of fact and fiction,

memory and history, the testimony and the perpetrator. I compare resemblances

to dramatic structures and explore the incorporation of traumatic imagery, the

roles and opportunities for spectators, exhibition presentations and the respective

modes of experimental storytelling. Subsequently, the chapter “Trauma Spaces” is

concerned with the performances and video installations of Paul McCarthy, such as

Pinocchio Pipenose Household Dilemma (1994), as well as with investigative aesthetics,

particularly Saydnaya. Inside a Syrian Torture Prison (2016), produced by Forensic Ar-

chitecture. In both case studies, I analyse how spaces, architectures and exhibition

settings act as research tools allowing for the investigation of and within trauma, a

frame to represent it and how physical and virtual spaces influence the perception

of trauma within the surroundings of the art institution.

The final chapter, “Trauma – Curatorial Perspectives on Past Exhibitions and

Future Possibilities”, introduces both experimental and traditional curatorial

strategies and visions discussing the possibilities of trauma’s representation, such

as are put forward by Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev and Theodor Ringborg. This

chapter provides the space to introduce and critically compare a short survey of

three recent exhibitions at contemporary art museums that have explicitly ad-

dressed trauma as a global phenomenon or a cultural condition in their curatorial

agenda. To compare possible institutional problems and limitations posed by the

setting of the contemporary art museum itself, I go on to discuss an exhibition

focused on trauma and terror in a war museum. A brief summary of aesthetic

strategies employed in these exhibitions specifies key contexts, formal solutions,

themes and aesthetic tools that are used repetitively and through which a rhetoric

pattern of trauma may be identified. This overview also aims to underline my

intention to see a democratising potential in the framework of trauma, allowing

to move singular works and exhibitions beyond contextually limiting aesthetic,

geo-political and historical borders.

1.2 Methodology

By honing in on research on diverse artistic practices utilising multi-media in vi-

sual art as a forum of experimental knowledge production and the exhibition as a

collaborative and interdisciplinary framework, this study proposes a less restricted

view on singular genres and formal borders — borders that often prevent new per-

spectives outside traditional canons. Instead, I focus on contextual parameters in

the works of the artists discussed, highlighting how aesthetic practice and artistic

research merge in both documentary and imaginative constructed narratives and
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spaces. After the spatial turn, collapsing genres and expanding boundaries of visual

culture,3 the artists discussed in this text challenge categorisation by reconfiguring

the texture of space and time in the context of the exhibition.

I have furthermore exclusively chosen artistic positions that are active practi-

tioners, available to respond to the questions that I have about their work and their

intentions. This seems important to mention, as I attempt to create knowledge

not only through theory but also my personal experience of the works and inter-

views with their creators. The description of my own experience and the format of

the interview are substantial materials of this study, helping me avoid inscribing

meaning into a work without taking into account or misreading the intentions of

its producer. Therefore, all artists discussed in this text are engaged in issues of

trauma and have, for different reasons, a pronounced interest in its representation

— a premise to the selection of the works discussed. They each explore underlying

processes of visualising traumatic imagery, symptoms andmemories of trauma, as

well as emphasising the correlated issues of aesthetic perception that accompany

the trauma paradigm. At the same time and within this context, however, trauma

must also be read in its function as an element of shared interest that gathers global

artistic positions, juxtaposing their practice from only one specific angle. Trauma

is a starting point from which their practice may but must not necessarily be read.

I would also like to propose reading the art works discussed here from a per-

formative perspective. This implies not aligning the representative requirements

along the traditional concept of ‘mimesis’, but rather art’s capacity to create expe-

riences, social and relational spaces, and in constituting new realities and modes

of perception instead of imitating existing ones. This approach of analysing art

through its experience, as Sandra Umathum has emphasised in the methodology

of her book on art as a performative event,4 is furthermore informed by theatre

theory, which might serve as a helpful exchange between theatre and art theory, in

order to investigate the inter-subjective situation of experience that art works are

able to create.5

I also feel the need to mention that the aim here is not to discuss any intention-

ally therapeutic, self-healing, redemptive or cathartic qualities of ‘trauma art’, but

rather highlight contemporary works of art that use the framework of the exhibi-

tion to reflect on trauma and its consequences. In the works that are introduced

here, trauma is addressed as an event, a psychological or social condition, a conflict

of memories or an aftermath of mourning and melancholia. It is also reassembled,

re-staged and dissected into its very structure and its vocabulary through the act of

3 See also: Annette Jael Lehmann and Philip Ursprung (eds.) Bild und Raum. Klassische Texte zu

Spatial Turn und Visual Culture, 2017.

4 Cf. Sandra Umathum, Kunst als Aufführungserfahrung, 2011.

5 Ibid.,16.
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image, space and sound-making, employed as a rhetoric tool. Trauma, in some of

the works that are presented here, is abstracted and thus released from historical

or mimetic functions. In other works, trauma is fictionalised, playing with antici-

pations and the effects of manipulation. In other works still, the borders between

the aesthetics and investigative works blur, so that the aesthetic production serves

an inquisitional purpose.

1.3 Challenges

A terminological question remains, as the common-language use of the term

‘trauma’ does not only imply the traumatic event, but also the aftermath following

that event. It includes individual and collective traumata. It refers to symptoms

of PTSD or genetic dispositions, to collective mourning and cultural trauma.

Ultimately, trauma also indicates a trope that exists both in media and in political

language. Having various historical ties to theories rooted in psychoanalysis,

clinical psychology and cultural and social studies, the question therefore is: how

specific could the term ‘trauma’ ever be? Here, I attempt to clarify the various

stages of disciplines, cultural backgrounds and political periods that ‘trauma’ has

undergone, hoping that this genealogy will help locate the term’s implications,

facilitating an understanding of its complex evolvement until the present day,

without writing one exclusive definition of trauma. To the degree of vagueness

that seems tolerable, I have continued employing the term ‘trauma’, but wherever

possible, I have tried to be as specific as possible.

Amongst the most common concerns I have come across during my research,

are the presumed risks of trivialising trauma into an aesthetic concern or, worse,

of turning trauma into a matter of entertainment. In light of a rising fascination

for images of horror and torture, both are valid concerns that are being addressed

repeatedly throughout this study. Irrespective of whether it is fictional or docu-

mentary material that is being used, it seems necessary to emphasise that rep-

resentations do not trivialise trauma per se. Instead, the complexity of finding a

measured and respectful tone – without intentionally hurting spectators or triv-

ialising trauma – requires artists to consider modes of perception, agency and

respective contexts of their productions. The curator Theodor Ringborg considers

these ‘unique capacities’ to be art’s ability to not only make work about, but also

through the traumatic and violent image. He argues, “[w]hile journalists, activists,

citizens and surveillance technologies can create images in which the violence of

war is made visible, the artist can work through the image. Especially today, as

war-painters of old have been replaced by contemporary artists who not only de-
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pict but also examine the function of the image itself and the politics formulated

as a consequence.”6

Theacademic discourse of trauma has intersections with various other research

areas, such as Holocaust studies, postcolonial studies and gender studies. I am not

an expert in the aforementioned disciplines, but being aware of their exceptional

influence in the trauma discourse and in aesthetic theory, I have tried to incorpo-

rate these sources wherever it seemed valuable. In an effort to maintain a neutral

position and not prioritise the uniqueness or unprecedentedness of one particular

traumatic event, historical period or geographic location, I have primarily focused

on art works that engage in conditions of trauma and the aesthetic perception

thereof. And I have only considered art works that engage in current political, so-

cial or cultural conflicts happening in the world. A majority of positions discussed

in this text are both male and from the ‘global North’, something I unsuccessfully

tried to avoid throughoutmy research. I identify two reasons for this: I have been in

contact with artists who do not want to see themselves labelled as victims and who

feel that the trauma terminology may disadvantage their position in the art world.

In an effort to emphasise the condition of trauma from a more general and neu-

tral perspective, I took the decision to exclude aesthetic practices primarily evolving

from autobiographical trauma; this also ledme away frommany positions address-

ing personal traumatic experiences.

I regard multi-disciplinary discussions on trauma as a tendency or a sign for a

current shift of activation from various academic and non-academic backgrounds,

discarding the notion of unrepresentability. This underscores that investigating

trauma in contemporary art, as is done in the present book, is only one of many

possibilities for exploring and supporting a rising movement. However, by seeing

them as being part of a political movement, must they consequently be subsumed

as activist, socially engaged or political artists? One might argue that these cate-

gories are not only non-functional and restrictive, they also reduce artistic practices

in favour of sorting them into (market-friendly) genres. Terminologies, or the com-

plexity of their usage, as art theorist and curator Jill Bennett highlights, pose one

of the basic problems in this discourse: “The notion that art responds – much like

the idea that art is ‘about’ – is at once reductive and somewhat grandiose, ascribing

both fixed meaning and high ambition […].”7 Seeking a better term, Bennett thus

suggests establishing the political function of aesthetics in a terminology that she

coins in her book of the same name as ‘practical aesthetics’. This, she argues, is “an

aesthetics informed by and derived from practical, real-world encounters, an aes-

thetics that is in turn capable of being used or put into effect in a real situation. […]

6 Ringborg (2017).

7 Bennett (2012), 36.
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It is, then, the study of aesthetic perception at work in a social field.”8 Informed by

Foucault and Deleuze, Bennett argues in favour of art’s capacity to ‘reassemble’ the

components of an event in order to rethink history.Her comprehension of ‘practical

aesthetics’ has thus helped me challenge the risk of either reducing art to a single

function (representing trauma) or overestimating its historical accuracy (mimesis)

and its direct political effects (activism). Bennett instead suggests regarding art’s

task in abstracting the traumatic event and evoking it as a virtuality:

“Art, in other words, does not represent what has already occurred, but generates

a set of aesthetic possibilities, which may in turn inform political thinking in re-

gard to particular circumstances. If art can in some way evoke the pure event as a

virtuality, the test is whether the virtual event is then amenable to different actu-

alities.”9

Another notion influencing my research was Juliane Rebentisch’s emphasis of “art’s

autonomous logic of aesthetics” which she defines as a unique realm in which art

can open a specific experience of intensity and quality, creating a discourse through

distance and an uncertainty towards understanding the aesthetic object.10 Both of

these readings of the political engagement of art have informed my analysis.

1.4 Current State of Research

1.4.1 Artists

While none of the case studies discussed in this book have previously been subject

to extensive research in academic trauma discourse, their practice can only of-

fer a glimpse into numerous artistic approaches addressing trauma in their work

and the research that has evolved from the perception of these works. This study

does not maintain the pretence of dealing with more than but selected aspects of

a subject so rich in varieties and cultural differences. Even a short generalising or

empirical survey of what may be subsumed, for reasons of practicality, under the

vague category of ‘art engaged in trauma’, proves to be a problem, “as much of the

work associated with this rubric addresses neither the event as it occurs in histori-

cal time nor the subjective expression of a personalised traumatic memory.”11 See-

ing as common aesthetic terminology has not yet found an overarching term, the

‘trauma’ term is tiptoed around, referencing instead concepts such as ‘void’, ‘neu-

roses’, ‘global fear’, ‘conflict’, ‘wound’, ‘violence’, ‘terror’ or ‘abject’. A clear termi-

8 Ibid., 2-3.

9 Ibid., 51.

10 Cf. Rebentisch (2003), 279.

11 Ibid., 41.
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nology could be helpful, but it could also, as Kristin Stiles argues, “risk subsuming

traumatic imagery in overarching aesthetic frames that remove art from the events

to which artists have attested, sequestering and trivialising their work in the art

industry as a trauma commodity.”12 Despite the lack of clear terminology or an aes-

thetic frame, it is possible to identify a selection of current and recent practices,

acknowledged for making sustainable work engaged in trauma, thus frequently

chosen for international exhibitions, public monuments or publications that ad-

dress trauma or closely related subjects.13

With varying contexts, these positions include the work of Louise Bourgeois,

Yayoi Kusama, Doris Salcedo, Mike Kelley, Niki de Saint Phalle and Francesca

Woodman regarding representations of their personal trauma or, as in the work

of Kristof Wodiezko or Phil Collins, traumatic testimonies of others. The work of

Marina Abramovic, Valie Export, Gina Pane and Ana Mendieta, addresses auto-

biographical trauma too, with a strong focus on the female body and the female

role in society. This is also essential to the work of Shirin Neshat, who explores

the role of women in Muslim societies, but also in the sculptures of Kiki Smith or

the photographs of Hanna Wilke, who documented her dying body suffering from

cancer. Traumatised and pained bodies are also central to the wax-sculptures of

Berlinde De Bruyckere, as well as to the work of David Wojnarowitz and Robert

Mapplethorpe, who have both addressed the physical invasion of AIDS during the

1980s and 1990, and the physically traumatic confrontation with death in Chris

Burden’s shooting performance.

Psychological violence and sensations of fear and claustrophobia are decisive

factors in several immersive installation works of Gregor Schneider or the video

installations of John Bock. The numbing trauma of grief has been relevant to the

practice of Doris Salcedo, Félix González-Torres or Eva Hesse, who each addressed

the aftermath of mourning beloved persons. In contrast, the dystopian vision of

losing human emotions and relations in a growing digital society are narrated as

empty, post-traumatic scenarios for example in the work of Ed Adkins, Hito Steyerl

and Ryan Trecartin, or as a world of war in the virtual-reality work of Maurice

Benayoun. Traumata caused by ecocides, disasters and the effects of climate change

has been of concern to a number of artists, including Jacob Kirkegaard and Olafur

Eliasson, who explore the effects of melting ice in the Arctic, or Rosa Barba and

Marina Zurkow, who address the catastrophic effects of oil extraction.

The trauma of living in exile or being forced tomigrate is amajor theme inmany

artists’ works, such as in Dan Voh’s personal installation practice, in Wu Tsang’s

12 Stiles (2016), 20.

13 This contextualisation does not automatically imply the artists’ confirmation, however, and

might sometimes even only be suitable for a certain work series that the artists produced.
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use of magical realism, addressing the so-called ‘refugee crisis’ as a crisis of repre-

sentation, as well as in the work of Mona Hatoum and, again, Shirin Neshat. The

traumata of slavery and of racist discrimination are central to Kara Walker’s work

with cut-paper silhouettes addressing issues of racism American history, to Arthur

Jaffa’s or Larry Achiampong’s video installations on racial conditioning; or William

Kentridge’s animated films that address the collective trauma of the South African

apartheid system. The conflicted mediatisation of traumata has also been central

to the practice of Alfredo Jaar as illustrated in his works dealing with the represen-

tation of the Rwanda genocide in theWestern media, or Johann Grimonprez’ video

collage of news broadcasts reporting various aeroplane hijacking events.

Following an art historical tradition, traumata emerging from periods of war

and terror are amongst the most salient and vast issues addressed in art. Current

practices that are frequently presented in exhibitions addressing the representa-

tion of war include, to name but a few,The Atlas Group by Walid Raad concerning

the Lebanese wars; Lawrence AbuHamdan’s audio work on the Syrian war; Gerhard

Richter’s painting of the Twin Towers attack September (2005)14; Anselm Kiefer’s re-

flections on Germany’s history; Martha Roesler’s notions of bringing the war home

in her photo montage work; Harun Farocki’s video works that address the impact

of technology in current warfare and PTSD treatment with soldiers, or Sebastião

Salgado’s photographs of the Gulf War in Kuwait or the Rwandan genocide.

The representation of the Holocaust has a unique position in the history of art,

as the forthcoming chapters will show. There is an on-going polemic between the

aesthetic dichotomies of absence versus presence, abstraction versus figuration,

documentation versus fiction. Many current anti-representational strategies are

still inspired by some of the earliest pioneers of reduced aesthetics, such as Amer-

ican Expressionist art. As a direct reaction to World War II, the painters Adolph

Gottlieb, Mark Rothko and Barnett Newman published a five-point manifesto in

the New York Times in 1943, which included the statement, “We favour the simple

expression of the complex thought. […] We are for flat forms because they destroy

illusion and reveal truth.”15 Other artists, such as Robert Motherwell, Ad Reinhardt

14 Gerhard Richter’s small painting September (2005) speaks of the impact of terror communi-

cated via a single, singular image that circulated around the globe. The original photo, pub-

lished in the German magazine Der Spiegel in 2001, captures the moment when the second

plane hit the Twin Towers, resulting in a large explosion of fire. Richter, who has segued back

and forth between figurative and abstract forms of oil on canvas since the 1960s, first painted

the image with each little detail and subsequently used a knife to scrape the paint over and

over from one side, until thewhite priming layer was visible again. (See: Butin, (2014), 27-28).

Richter’s work is of interest because it reflects the polemic between trauma’s representation

and anti-representation.

15 Gottlieb; Rothko; Newman (1943).
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and Clifford Still, would follow this credo. Addressing concerns about the Holo-

caust’s representation through his work, Frank Stella produced an all-black paint-

ing titled Arbeitmacht Frei (1958). In 1948,Newman published the essay “The Sublime

is Now”, in which he asks, “in a time without a legend or a myth that can be called

sublime […] how can we be creating a sublime art?”16

In sculptures of commemoration and public memorials for the Holocaust’s

atrocities, many artists have employed a similarly reduced aesthetic, often sug-

gesting the traumatic event as unrepresentable by means of the anti-representa-

tional aesthetics of absence. The Nameless Library (2000) by British artist Rachel

Whiteread, for instance, addresses this kind of reading with a negative cast sculp-

ture presenting a library filled with white, inward turned books, located at the Ju-

denplatz in Vienna — a symbol of the Vienna book burnings. In a memorial for the

1933 Nazi book burnings in Berlin, the Denkmal zur Erinnerung an die Bücherverbren-

nung by Israeli artist Micha Ullman is in the form of an inaccessible underground

sculpture at Bebelplatz, showing an empty library, which can only be seen through

a thick layer of glass from above. Taking a less visible approach, the artist Jochen

Gerz designed an ‘invisible commemoration square’ in Saarbrücken, located ex-

actly where the Gestapo’s headquarters used to be. His work 2146 Stones - Monument

against Racism (1993) consists of 2146 pavement stones, which were engraved with

the names of all the Jewish cemeteries in Germany before thewar began, turned up-

side down and subsequently re-installed at the public square —making the names

of the cemeteries present but invisible in analogy to the psychological dialectic of

traumatic memory.

At the extreme opposite pole in respect to formal realisations are transgressive

artworks that address the aftermath of the Holocaust, such as the performative and

cathartic body of work produced by the Vienna activists.This includes Günter Brus,

Valie Export, Kurt Kren, Otto Mühl, Hermann Nitsch and Rudolf Schwarzkogler,

who outspokenly addressed the trauma of their parents’ generation that was in-

flictedwith anti-Semitism and fascism.Concerning the aesthetics of the transgres-

sive, it should bementioned in brief that ‘abject art’ has maintained an outstanding

relation to contexts of trauma, which is reflected in numerous exhibitions and cor-

responding theory. Rooted in a discourse nourished by the notions of the Freudian

‘uncanny’,17 the Barthian ‘punctum’, the Lacanian ‘real’ or ‘touché’ and the Batallian

‘informé’, the reception of Julia Kristeva’s coinage of the ‘abject’18 relates to contexts

16 Newman (1948), 53.

17 Cf. Freud (2003) [1973].

18 The term ‘abject art’ was developed alongside an influential exhibition of the same name

held at the Whitney Museum in New York City in 1993. The theoretical work it drew upon

in particular: Julia Kristeva: “Powers of Horror. An Essay on Abjection”, New York: Columbia

University Press, 1982.
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of mortality, sexuality and trauma. Having both been defined as formless and re-

pressed, the suggested analogy of the ‘abject’ and the Lacanian traumatic ‘real’ was

in part deducted from its conception as unrepresentable.19 Abject art’s outspokenly

shocking and visceral aesthetics, such as in the works of Jake & Dinos Chapman,

Kira O’Reilly or Andrea Serrano, have thus been related to Kristeva’s notion of the

‘abject’ being a repressed object that would “collapse of the border between inside

and outside.”20 Abject art was also central to Hal Foster’s monograph on the Return

of the Real (1996), which included an interpretation of Andy Warhol’s photographic

car crash series Double Disaster (1963) as producing trauma and defined abject art

as “drawn to the broken boundaries of the violated body.”21

1.4.2 Theory

Compared to the vast amount of aesthetic practices engaging with trauma, there

are only few theoretical and critical reflections on these global positions in art his-

tory, let alone a wider contextualisation of current or more recent aesthetic prac-

tices. It seems as though there is still a general avoidance of psychological or so-

ciological references in art historical and culture theoretical texts, with preference

being given to Lacanian and Freudian psychoanalytical interpretations, prioritis-

ing these over current research on PTSD and collective trauma. Therefore, taking

the unrepresentability of trauma as a given rule still dictates the tone of many the-

ories. This traditional canon leads to another problem in art theoretical research

on trauma, which is the affirmative approach towards the traditional concept of

trauma itself, often avoiding a critical perspective towards its appearance as a trope

in current image culture or its utilisation as a political tool.22 The third problem is

one of moral and historiographical pressure, in which theory often expects art to

have healing and socially enlightening powers, or accuracy in regard to events and

their true chronology.

Taking these obstacles into consideration, the first influential publications for

art historical trauma studies, all of which were first released in the 1990s, included

Leo Bersani’sThe Culture of Redemption (1990) and Ernst van Alphen’s Caught by His-

tory: Holocaust Effects in Contemporary Art, Literature and Theory (1997) which includes

discussions of works by Christian Boltanski, makes the attempt to relieve art about

19 In a similar vein as the psychoanalytical conception of trauma’s representational limitation,

Denis Hollier argues, “the abject cannot be shown; it cannot be told either, because of the

ineradicable metaphorocity of language.” Bois, Buchloh, Foster, Hollier Krauss, Molesworth

(1994), 20.

20 Kristeva (1982), 12, 53.

21 Foster (1996), 152.

22 See for example Franziska Lamott “Trauma as a political tool.” In: Critical Public Health, vol. 15,

no. 3 (2005): 219.
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the Holocaust from its “moral imperative” and gained much attention for integrat-

ing and legitimising the subject of trauma in the aesthetic discourse. With Em-

phatic Vision (2005) and Practical Aesthetics (2012), Jill Bennett wrote two of the most

relevant monographs on the analysis of global traumatic events appearing in con-

temporary art, all the while remaining critical of using traditional trauma theory

in relation to aesthetic practices. Informed by Deleuze, Rancière and Foucault, she

analyses works that address trauma in a context of activism, reassembling the per-

ception of traumatic events and as an alternative way of writing history. Kristine

Stiles, who recently published a collection of her essays on artists in the mono-

graph Concerning Consequences: Studies in Art, Destruction, and Trauma (2016), and who

presumably had less of an impact within the field of trauma studies, introduced

trauma theory in relation to contemporary art to a readership of art historians.

In five thematically embedded chapters, her book presents case studies from the

current and the previous centuries which she relates and contextualises under the

concepts of trauma and destruction.

An edited volume by Lisa Saltzman and Eric Rosenberg titled Trauma and Visu-

ality in Modernity (2006) explores the effects of trauma on different cultural fields

and genres, separating chapters into the categories Image, Monument, Perfor-

mance and Installation, Film and Historiography, spanning the past decades and

even beyond. A few contributions on contemporary practices include Gwendolyn

DuBois’s essay on the “Re-Memory of Slavery” in the practice of Kara Walker, Mark

Jarzombek’s essay on the “Post-Traumatic Turn and the Art of Walid Ra’ad and

Krzysztof Wodiczko” and Saltzman’s essay on the video art of Krzysztof Wodiczko,

“A Monument BearsWitness”. German researchers Aleida Assmann, Karolina Jeftic

and Friederike Wappler edited a publication on the representability of trauma ti-

tledErinnern undVergessen. ZurDarstellbarkeit vonTraumata. (2005), in which an essay

by Hubertus Butin on Gerard Richter’s evolvement of the September painting and

an essay by Friederike Wappler on Bruce Nauman’s reaction to the Vietnam War

in his conceptual practice related trauma specifically to contemporary positions.

Other edited volumes addressing trauma in art and culture – most of which also

include literature, film and theatre – are Acts of Memory. Cultural Recall in the Present

(1999) edited by Mieke Bal, Jonathan Crewe and Leo Spitzer; Image and the Witness

– Trauma, Memory, and Visual Culture (2007) edited by Frances Guerin and Roger

Hallas; Trauma, Media, Art: New Perspectives (2010) and Interrogating Trauma: Collective

Suffering in Global Arts and Media (2011), both edited by Mick Broderick and Antonio

Traverso, and The Edges of Trauma: Explorations in Visual Art and Literature (2014) by

Tamás Bényei and Alexandra Stara.




